B I & A N A LY T I C S F O R N AV & A X - R E TA I L

“63% of American consumers were planning on doing the majority
of their holiday shopping online in 2012. And 32% of consumers
under the age of 35 said they’d be doing ALL their holiday shopping
online in 2012.”

Competition between traditional retailers is
increasing, and the internet has given birth
to a new competitor on the retail market:
Online shopping. In addition to increased
competition and easy access to shops
worldwide via the internet, the consumers
are getting more and more focused on
both quality and price level.
Those who are not paying close attention
to the changed scenario run the risk of
falling behind.

Facing more
challenges than ever
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Right, right... right!
To survive as a retailer under these tough
circumstances, it is essential to have the
right products at the right price at the right
time.

And in relation to this, it is important
to find out:
• What is the right price for our products?
– How do we set the right price?
• How do we find out what products
to have in stock at what time?
– Which role does seasonal sales play?
• How do we get the right products?
– which suppliers have the products
that we need?
Do you have the means to answer
these questions?
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Optimize
your retail business
You must know how your products perform
and how to set the right price for your
products. And you need to find out how
much the customers are willing to pay for
your product.

You will be able to see the gross margin
for all products and see important data
on your products such as revenue, gross
margin, number of sold items and thus find
out how the products perform.

TARGIT provides you with the ability to
quickly get an overview of the critical data
which will help you optimize your retail
business.

Stock the right products
Knowing how much your inventory should
keep in stock to maintain the current sales
levels is a central concern for a retailer.
Not least during a holiday season.
If you don’t have the products that your
customers are looking for, they will simply
find them elsewhere. On the other hand, it
might cost you a fortune, if you are left with
the products on your hands.

“The stores can track what they sold, when they sold it, what offers
the customers used and even what the delivery time was.”
Kristoff Tillieu, Pizza Hut
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Loss prevention
It is important for a retailer to be able to
keep an eye on loss and breakage. Most
retailers experience loss either to theft of
products or to loss in the inventory – or
maybe the number of items delivered
does not correspond to the number in the
system.
Some products may be of such a poor
quality that they break, and perishable
products might go bad.

A Business Intelligence tool lets you know
how your products perform, and you can
detect the products that generate excess
shrinkage or breakage.
With this knowledge, you can secure your
products better or change your assortment
accordingly to get rid of the products on
which you experience breakage – and
maybe change your supplier if your BI tool
reveals the need.

TARGIT will help you find the right
balance. You get an easy overview of your
stock, and TARGIT helps you predict future
buying patterns of your customers, so you
can decide whether you need to order
more or need to hold back.
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Benefits the entire
business chain
Both HQ, the different stores and even the
vendors can benefit from the BI solution.
Imagine if your store managers had access
to information about their contribution
ratio, and they could keep updated on how
their store performs compared to the other
stores.

With TARGIT, they will even be able to
retrieve the information from the BI system
themselves.
And vendors can have access to important
business information as well. In this way,
they can benchmark themselves and
optimize performance based on results
from their peers and competitors.
With just a single click, anyone can see the
performance in the different markets, and
compare the figures to last year or budget.
Moreover, you can see if shared
campaigns have had positive results and
you can follow up efficiently.

Take action and download the free trial demo
Go to targit.com/retail to download the free trial demo.
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Take business action
on better decisions
In the retail business, decisions often need
to be made fast.
Set up intelligent agents that help you
react quickly to market changes. TARGIT
will automatically send you an e-mail when
changes occur giving you the optimal
opportunity to take action fast.

Providing a clear overview of your retail data
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Most retailers are drowning in data, and if
you don’t have the right tools to create an
easy overview, the data become useless.

This will provide you, your store managers
and all employees with a clear overview
and insight into all aspects of your data.

Observation, Orientation,
Decision, (courage) and Action.
That’s the action loop.

With TARGIT, you get a Business
Intelligence solution that integrates all BI &
Analytics disciplines. This means that you
will have integrated analyses and reports.

Since everything is connected - reports,
analyses, dashboards and analytics,
you will have the ideal circumstances for
finding exactly the information you need.

You can send out reports to the single
stores, and when they open up the reports,
they can click on any figure in any report,
and dig even deeper into the received
information.

If you want an instant overview, you
can use the intelligent Dashboards and
scorecards in the stores, and they will
give you an overview of your KPIs through
gauges and trend indicators.

The simple model above illustrates the
process by which an organization should
react to any event. The process starts with
an observation before cycling through the
loop. And courage is that special human
element you need in order to take action
on your decisions.

Stay ahead - all the time
Future business decisions will also be
supported by the ability to make Predictive
Analytics. TARGIT’s Sentinel technology
functions as a digital watch dog that
provides warnings in advance. With
Sentinels, you can discover and react to
changes faster than ever before.
Being agile and be able adapt to new
market conditions is essential for a retailer.
TARGIT lets you do What-if analyses in
which you set up different scenarios to
explore and to prepare for. In this way, you
know what to do when changes occur.

To be even more agile, you can also
integrate Google Analytics or Social
Analytics (Twitter trends). Imagine if
you were able to predict your potential
customers’ preferences and meet these
preferences, you would be way ahead of
your competitors. With Social Analytics,
you are able to follow trends long before
they become mainstream.
Stay ahead - everywhere
Get mobile BI on your iPhone™ or iPad™
and monitor and analyze important
business data from anywhere in the world.
If you are out and about, maybe visiting
your other stores and need to brush up on
the newest information while you wait in
the airport, you have access to analyses
can make business decisions and smooth
presentations on the fly. You can even get
notifications as push messages on your
iPhone or iPad.

TARGIT for Retail is BI & Analytics made
for action. One software system that takes
you through all the stages of the action
process of clever decision-making.
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Fast integration
to NAV & AX
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TARGIT’s BI Accelerator for Dynamics
NAV and AX automatically integrates
TARGIT BI & Analytics with prebuild cubes
tailored to Microsoft Dynamics.

Dynamics NAV and AX platforms
TARGIT BI Accelerator supports Dynamics
NAV and AX on both SQL Server and
Native database platforms.

The tech stuff
The Accelerator utilizes the full range of BI
tools and components in Microsoft’s SQL
Server:
• Microsoft SQL Server
• Microsoft Analysis Services
• Microsoft Integration Services
• Microsoft SQL Server Agent

Dynamics NAV and AX versions
BI Accelerator supports all NAV
and AX versions.

CERTIFIED FOR

NAV 2013
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From data to information…to action!
Your data transformed
into action!
All data from:
• All platforms: SQL Server, SharePoint,
Oracle, MySQL, EXASOL and more
• ERP systems: MS Dynamics NAV, AX and GP
• Spreadsheets, web data and other files
• Other data sources: CRM, HR, SCM and
Marketing
• Verticals: TARGIT for LS Retail
will be transformed with TARGIT into:
•
•
•
•
•

Clear analyses
Dynamic reports
Insightful Dashboards
Intelligent Agents
Predictive Analytics

which will be available on your PC, iPad or
iPhone allowing you to make fact-based
decisions and take action!
Additionally, TARGIT offers the possibility to
analyze Big Data and do ad-hoc analytics in the
cloud - and to share your analyses via TARGIT
Self-Service Analytics.
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TARGIT users around the world

Courage to act
Meet TARGIT
According to Gartner, we are the world’s
largest BI vendor for companies using
Microsoft Dynamics NAV or AX. In fact,
more than 60 per cent of our clients are
using one of the two ERP systems.
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They are cutting costs, increasing sales,
improving work flow and optimizing KPIs.
TARGIT Business Intelligence software
is used by Accounting, Management,
Operations, HR and Sales and Marketing
departments in all types of industries.

Meet your peers and competitors and
find out how TARGIT Business Intelligence
makes them successful...
Go to targit.com/cases

Gartner has included TARGIT in the
“Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence
Platforms” as a Niche Player.
Additionally, DynamicsWorld ranks
TARGIT as a top add-on for NAV and
AX, while BARC’s BI Surveys gives high
scores to TARGIT in user-friendliness,
visualization and innovation.

Get up and running - try for free!
Try Business Intelligence & Analytics for NAV & AX for yourself
in 30 days - go to targit.com/retail
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Get started
today
Contact our Retail experts
Martin Sørensen, Sales Manager
Mobile +45 26 32 19 14
@: mas@targit.com

Kyle Mcnerney, Partner Account Manager
Mobile +1 813 293 1819
@: kjm@targit.com
www.targit.com

Retail

www.DynamicsRetailSoftware.com

